
 

 

What it means to be a TG pupil 

My seven years at TG have been amazing and they went by so quickly! I have had lots of fun 

with my friends and teachers doing lots of brilliant activities. 

Friendship 

Friends are the main reason why I have enjoyed my time at TG. All of my friends have been 

extremely kind and caring throughout these years and some I will be going to secondary 

school with, Alcester Ccademy. I will miss my buddy, Amira terribly. 

Happiest moments. 

Some of my happiest moments are when we went to class 3 camp out and did many activities 

with my friends. I slept in a tent with Rose, Milly, Anabelle and Maya.  

Funny moments 

 One of my funniest moments was when I was in Heart of England Forest and we did a mud 

slide. Rose, Maecie, Starzie, Charlotte, Jonas, Harry, Aaron C, Charlie and I all got 

completely covered with mud. And Maecie just has to have a special mention: she did a 

forward roll down it!! 

The best school trips 

The highlight of being at primary school was going on school trips with my friends. One time 

we went to Weston Super Mare and did sand sculpting, donkey riding and walking on the 

pier. On another school trip we went to Cadbury World and we went in a 4D cinema, tasted 

melted chocolate with toppings (it was DELICIOUS), went on a little car that travelled round 

a track and learnt how they make chocolate. 

 

Conclusion 

Overall I have had an amazing year. I would like to thank all of my friends, including the 

ones who left, for supporting me throughout these seven years. But also the teachers who 

have supported me in everything I do, for encouraging me to work to the best of my abilities 

and helping me through the highs and lows of primary school. 

I will miss this amazing school and never forget the memories that I have had.  

Lots of love from,  

Jessie N xxx     


